INTRODUCTION
My Magical Life has been selected by Tom Fletcher for his WHSmith book club!
The book is suitable for teaching to KS2/KS3 children aged 8–12, either in class or
during allotted extra-curricular sessions. The reading questions and activities suggested
here cover literacy objectives, focusing on reading comprehension and inference,
while also providing suggestions for cross-curricular links. Pupils will not only be
asked to consider the role of social media, both in the book and in their own lives, but
also to explore the themes and ideas in My Magical Life – inspiring them to read further.

ABOUT THE BOOK
Eleven-year-old Zach has magical powers . . . he just hasn’t found them yet.
But when he starts at a regular secondary school with ‘normal’ children, his powers are
unlocked and a bit of magic leads to him going viral on YouTube.
It attracts the attention of Rachel, the loveliest girl in the school, but with everyone
wondering how he does his tricks, and mean girl Tricia plotting a major prank to bring
him down, Zach’s got his work cut out to keep his secret and survive Year 7!
The hilarious debut novel from social media
magician and Instagram sensation Zach King.

ABOUT ZACH KING
Zach King is a filmmaker who creates videos with a hint
of “magic.” With more than 2.5 million followers across
his various social platforms, Zach King is one of the hottest
names in digital media. He’s been featured on Ellen and
on the red carpet at the Academy Awards – and he’s
partnered with Lego, Disney and Kellogg’s to create
mind-blowing videos.
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READING GROUP QUESTIONS
1.

Why do you think My Magical Life begins
with illustrations rather than text? How
is this similar or different to other books
you’ve read? What can you infer about the
different characters from the illustrations?

2.

In the opening paragraph of Chapter 1,
Zach hopes that some of his objects will be
‘magical’? Which objects does he mention?
What do these objects tell us about Zach
and his family? What can we guess about
their personalities?

3.

Who are Zach’s family members? What
magical power does each member of
Zach’s family possess?

4.

How does the author Zach King create
humour in Chapter 1? Why is the passage
with the vacuum cleaner funny? How
important is humour to the book as a
whole?

5.

In Chapter 2, the text switches to a comic
strip style. Why do you think the author
chooses to do this? What effect does this
have on the reader?

6.

In Chapter 3, how does Zach feel about
being ‘skipped’ – about not having magical
powers like the rest of his family? Pick
out words and phrases that help you to
understand his emotions. Do you think it’s
important to fit in with your own family?

7.

What challenges does Zach face on his
first day of school in Chapter 5? How are
we introduced to Tricia? What can we infer
about her personality from her actions?

8.

In Chapter 7, Zach meets Rachel for the
first time. What does he feel? How can you
tell?

9.

Zach finds his magical object in Chapter
9. What is it? What does it allow him to
do? How does Zach feel when he finds
out about it?

10. What is the role of social media in
Chapter 12? How can social media have
a negative impact on people? How can it
be misused? What does Zach mean when
he says ‘. . . you don’t have to be cruel to
be cool’?
11. In Chapter 13, Zach and Aaron’s
YouTube video ‘goes viral’. What does
this mean? Why are they so happy about
it? Do you think it is a good thing that
the video has gone viral?
12. Zach’s mother tells him that having
magical powers is ‘a blessing – and a
curse’. What does she mean by this?
How does this idea play out in the course
of the story? When is magic a blessing,
and when is it a curse?
13. What is the importance of friendship in
the story? How does Zach become a hero
at the end of the story?
14. What does the phrase ‘Magic only gets
more powerful when you do it right’
mean? What does Zach learn about his
magical abilities? How has his character
transformed since the beginning of the
story? What has he learned?
15. The book comes with a free app that
brings the characters and images to
life. Why do you think this is effective?
How does it complement the ideas in the
story? How does it make it better for the
reader?

SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES
Literacy
• If you could have a magical power, what would it be? Why?

• Make up your own magical object and write a description of it.
Consider what it looks like, tastes like, smells likes, feels like and sounds like.

• Imagine that you’re in charge of the free app for My Magical Life and you’ve
been asked to bring one of the illustrations to life. Which one would you choose?
How will you make it jump off the page?

• Create a comic strip depicting something funny that happened to you during your
school day.

Drama + Speaking and listening
• In groups, create a YouTube video showing a magic trick.
Record it or perform it in front of the class.
• Create a presentation of your magical power and/or object.
• Imagine that My Magical Life is being made into a film.
In groups, create a trailer to be shown in cinemas.

History
• Carry out some research into the history of social media. When did it start? When
were Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, YouTube and Snapchat founded? Create a
timeline of any key moments.

Science
• Can you think of any scientific experiments you’ve carried out that seemed almost like
magic? What were they? Present them to the class or, better still, create a YouTubestyle video describing them.
• In My Magical Life, Zach is part of a whole-class biology project to look after Fluffy
the bunny. Together, they have to track her growth, health and weight. Track the
growth, health and weight of one of your pets or a creature in your garden by taking
Instagram-style photographs or creating an Instagram story!

Geography
• Draw a map of Zach’s school using evidence from the text and some of your own
imagination. Include any landmarks and important physical features – and don’t
forget to create a key!

Art & Design
• Create a book cover for My Magical Life. Remember to use bold colours, images and
quotes or passages from the book to grab the reader’s attention.
• In the style of the illustrations at the beginning of the book, draw yourself, and
annotate your drawing with notes about your personality and magical powers!

CONGRATULATIONS!
YOU’VE COMPLETED THE ZACH KING RESOURCE PACK

Don’t forget to hold on to everything you create – you never know when it might come
in handy in your own magical life!
Did you know the follow up to My Magical Life, called The Magical Mix-Up, is out now
too? In The Magical Mix-Up, Zach’s gone from zero to hero in no time – he’s got great
friends and a fast-growing reputation, he’s just missing his magical power. Can he
recover it in time to stop new kid Hogan from ruining everything? Like My Magical Life,
the book comes to life in 3D too!
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